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A B S T R A C T

The Modeling and Simulation (M&S) community has used Web service (WS) technologies to help with the increasing complexity of the applications. Although there are many Web APIs that could be useful for M&S applications, they are rarely used. One of the main reasons is that using M&S related WSs and open APIs makes it difficult to consider their integration for building complex M&S applications. Here we show how to simplify the development and integration process of such M&S applications by using a new architecture for web services Mashups, namely the Mashup Architecture for Modeling and Simulation (MAMS). MAMS is the first environment and architecture to integrate mashups and distributed simulation. MAMS provides means for a lightweight life cycle to develop, deploy, identify, select, integrate and execute varied M&S resources as services in the Cloud. We present different case studies showing the utility of the proposed architecture.
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1. Introduction

Modeling and Simulation (M&S) has become a discipline with its own body of knowledge, formalisms and methodologies and nowadays M&S applications are becoming more and more popular and complex. This resulted in various issues.

1) Existence of varied M&S resources: The quantity and variety of the M&S resources available are increasing. There are now many source systems, models, simulators, and experimental frameworks, as well as other related data (e.g., text, database) and functions (e.g., data collection, result analysis tools) [19] available to build simulation software.

2) Complex environment configuration: we need to configure and maintain simulation environments to run varied model experiments under different scenarios [10].

3) An increasing number of users: more and more people are involved in M&S activities [5]. They can be specialists or end users who need such service.

In order to help with the development process for M&S applications, various mechanisms have been introduced, such as the M&S life cycle [5], and Model Engineering [49]. However, these mechanisms might result in complex M&S life cycles.

In order to simplify the development process of M&S applications, in the last 20 years, the M&S community started using distributed computing, developing Web-based Simulation (WBS), Cloud-based Simulation (CBS) and Web Service (WS) technologies. WBS focused on running simulation experiments using the Web and exposing M&S functions as web services [8]. This method has been successful, and a large number of M&S WSs exist. At the same time, the emergence of Cloud Computing made Cloud-based Simulation (CBS) an alternative to WBS [23]. CBS integrates WBS and Cloud Computing. CBS uses Cloud computing to manage varied M&S resources and build different simulation environments [9], making it easier to develop M&S applications by exposing M&S resources as Modeling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS).

The Web community has developed many open Web APIs. One provider, ProgrammableWeb.com, has over 11,000 APIs registered. Many of these open services (e.g., weather forecast, geographical information, and data analytics applications) could be useful for M&S applications but they have not been fully exploited yet. This growth of M&S related WSs and open APIs makes it difficult to consider their integration for building complex M&S applications. Domain experts usually are not trained to use the existing M&S related resources and services easily. Although they could improve
the user experience and make richer applications [13], until now, there has been no research showing how to integrate these available M&S services and useful Web APIs in a simplified way [33]. Our goal is thus to simplify the development and integration process of M&S applications that involve such heterogeneous data and services. This should be a lightweight process, allowing the easy reuse and integration of existing resources and services. People from different domains should be able to use the process for sharing and combining their services quickly. In addition, the process should allow users to easily link and execute the services.

Based on these ideas, we presented an architecture based on mashup technologies. Mashups allow integrating different content from existing sources in the Web to create value-added applications [4]. Our goal is to use M&S mashups to integrate different services and resources related to M&S. Our architecture, called MAMS (Mashup Architecture with Modeling and Simulation as a Service) is the first to integrate mashups, RESTful Web Services and distributed simulation.

The M&S mashup was introduced in [45]; here present a detailed version with a thorough discussion, details about implementation of the architecture and tools, and a variety of case studies developed using the architecture. We present the MAMS architecture in detail, introducing the M&S mashup method, focusing on three layers of the architecture. We use an implementation of the architecture for rapid development of Web-based applications as mashups. We present different case studies, in order to show the feasibility of the approach. We want to develop new applications as composition of existing web services and we will discuss how this can be achieved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work. In Section 3, we discuss the MAMS architecture. In Section 4, we present the M&S mashup method in details. In Section 5, we discuss the tools for M&S mashup. In Section 6, we show different applications using MAMS for rapid M&S mashup development.

2. Related work

M&S applications involve varied resources. We can categorize these resources in two groups: entities (i.e., basic resources that are directly related to M&S) or support resources (i.e., resources that are helpful for M&S). In our case, for entities, we will use the theory of modeling and simulation presented in [48], which provides a conceptual framework for entities. The entities in the theory are the source system, the models, the simulators, the experimental frameworks and the experiments. The source system is an entity that we are interested to model. A model is a representation of a source system built to understand that system under a given experimental framework. A simulator is a device that executes a model to study its behavior over time. Simulation involves different experimental frameworks and associated experiments. On the other hand, the support resources include various data or functions. Support data is any resource that is not executable, in the form of text, file, picture, video, etc [31]. Support functions are executable resources, such as data collection components, results analysis programs, and visualization tools [28].

M&S applications can be developed in different ways and different M&S life cycle management methods have been proposed in the last 50 years. Recently, Radeski and Parr [25], proposed a modeling simulation life cycle with different phases including development, use, maintenance, and reuse of the M&S applications. In [5], the authors proposed another M&S life cycle built as an iterative framework. In [49], the authors proposed the concept of Model Engineering, which is defined as a general engineering methodology that guarantees the credibility of the full life cycle of a model. However, a common issue found in the methods mentioned above, is that as more and more resources are involved, the development process becomes more complex. Each method is composed of different phases, which can take a long time to develop.

In order to simplify the development of M&S applications, the M&S community started using web technologies, which resulted in the invention of Web-Based Simulation (WBS, exposing M&S functions) and Cloud-Based Simulation (CBS, integrating WBS and Cloud Computing).

In WBS, the simulator and its environment are located remotely. Users can submit requests (and parameters) to the simulator through web servers. The experiments run remotely, and the results are returned to the user. WBS eases the sharing of the resources: the engines are available on the server (so we do not need to worry about setting up a simulation environment or by software dependency issues). WBS also improves data accessibility, interoperability and user experience (non-expert users can access these services easily), allowing them increase productivity [9].

Web services technologies can be broadly categorized into SOAP-based [24], in which the service expose an arbitrary set of operations, and RESTful [26], in which we manipulate XML representations of Web resources using a uniform set of “stateless” operations. SOAP has been widely used in M&S systems. For instance, in [20,41], we defined the first distributed DEVS (Discrete-Event System Specification) simulation environment over SOAP. SOPM [6] is a SOAP-based modeling framework to build performance models of SOA. In [29], the authors developed a tool using SOAP-based web services to support the creation of training simulations. DEVS/SOA [21] implements DEVS over a SOAP-based SOA framework, supporting a development and testing environment known as the DEVS Unified Process. However, in recent years, the research and publications about WBS dropped quickly [35]; the main reason is there was a mismatch between SOAP-based WS and the main characteristics of the Web. Most WS frameworks are based on SOAP, but SOAP has issues of structural constrains, e.g., tightly coupled services, bigger payload, exposing internal implementation, limited scalability, security issues, etc. [38]. Any SOAP-based WS project can take years for defining the SOAP WS layer, deploying those services, and standardizing the interfaces. Likewise, these SOAP-based WS failed to take full advantage of features of the Web (e.g., its universal interface, interoperability, ease of navigation and use, etc.).

Instead, RESTful WS imitate the Web interoperability style, taking full advantage of the Web. REST represents resources as URLs; any user can request the resource by HTTP methods, and communicable with the resource via standard representations. Resources are manipulated using a fixed set of operations: POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE. However, using REST for WS has started only recently. The RESTful Interoperability Simulation Environment (RISE) [2] was the first RESTful distributed simulator. Its main objective is to support interoperability of distributed and heterogeneous simulations regardless of the model formalisms, languages or simulation engines. Arroqui et al. [3] developed an agricultural information system by using both RESTful WS and SOAP-based WS. They found that RESTful WS required 24% less bandwidth for transferring data than SOAP-based WS do, which is similar to the results presented in [2].

On the other hand, Cloud-based Simulation (CBS) is becoming popular to use varied M&S resources [33]. CBS captures the intersection between M&S and Cloud Computing, which is good for building simulation environments in a pay-as-you-go manner [9]. We can use Cloud Computing to manage varied M&S resources and to build different environments on demand. Cloud Computing for WBS also uses advanced technologies such as load balancing, fault tolerance and advanced security [11]. CBS can help us to develop Modeling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS). MSaaS uses cloud
services, hiding the infrastructure, platform and software details [37].

Recent research focused on how to use Cloud and MSaaS for
developing M&S applications. This research field can be
classified in three areas:

1) **Managing M&S resources.** For instance, [18] focused on deploying existing M&S software into the Cloud. Sliman et al. [32] proposed an MSaaS platform called RunMyCode, which allows scientists to share their code associated with their research publications in the Cloud.

2) **Supporting Parallel and Distributed Simulation (PADS).** For instance, Li et al. [17] proposed a Grid-based platform (Cloud Simulation Platform), and summarized 12 key technologies for the development of such platform. Taylor et al. [34] introduced the CloudSME simulation platform to transplant legacy Grid-based simulation software in the Cloud.

3) **Building applications in the Cloud.** Bruneliere et al. [7] presented an approach to build applications by using model-driven engineering and Modeling as a Service (MaaS) in the Cloud. CIMdata (http://www.cimdata.com/en) proposed a simulation application using the Cloud in the area of commercial product design.

Although there have been various advances, the use of Cloud Computing and MSaaS is still in a preliminary stage [9], and little effort has been done in integrating different M&S services [33]. Likewise, there are open Web APIs that may be helpful for M&S; they could be used to improve the user's experience (e.g., Google Maps, YouTube, Geographical Information Systems – GIS –, etc.). There are more than 11,000 APIs registered by ProgrammableWeb.com, 73% of which are RESTful while and the remaining 27% are SOAP-based [30]. The RESTful services are more scalable, interoperable and simpler [22]. In REST, it is convenient to handle resources with URI and HTTP, so its utility for mashups is better than SOAP. Although WADL is used to describe REST web services, many companies describe their REST APIs on HTML pages, such as Mashape (http://www.mashape.com/explore). SOAP WSs are usually described in WSDL files. For example, WebServiceX (http://www.webservicex.net/ws) has over 70 SOAP WSs using WSDLs. Nevertheless, until now there has been no research showing how to integrate these web services for M&S.

Mashup technologies can be used to help simplifying the development of M&S application on the Web. The idea of a mashup is to integrate different services, using content from more than one source from the web to create new value-added applications. Mashups integrate heterogeneous data, application logic, and UI components (e.g., widgets). A large number of mashup techniques and tools have been developed in both industry and academia [12]. Many companies have developed their own commercial mashup tools, like iGoogle (http://www.igoogleportal.com), and Yahoo! Pipes (http://www.pipes.yahoo.com). They are based on the visual connection of components of heterogeneous data at the enterprise level, offering Do-It-Yourself guidance to meet user requirements. Many academic projects use End-User Programming (EUP), focusing on the composition and integration of web sources. For instance, Mashroom [46] uses relational models and provides operations like merge and filter over tables. In [1], the authors use native language programming in mashup components, to link different logic together.

One fundamental element in current mashup technologies is the **widget**, a processing unit for performing single purpose tasks such as fetching, parsing, formatting and visualizing data [36]. For instance, DERI Pipes [16] enables users to build widgets to process data from different sources (e.g., RDF, SPARQL, XML, HTML). In [36], the authors proposed an open mashup platform with linked widgets created by users that can be discovered and combined. WireCloud [47] is an open source mashup platform provided by the FI-WARE project that can implement widgets and build mashups by “wiring” widgets. For example, http://www.100widgets.com provides different widgets, supporting varied type of data (i.e., forms, diagrams, maps, photos and videos).

In [10], the authors compared traditional development and mashups for building web applications. A traditional process, shown in Fig. 1(a), uses various sub processes, (e.g., Requirements analysis, Design, Implementation, Testing and evaluation, Usage and maintenance), which is time-consuming. The mashup development process in Fig. 1(b) is simpler. It is prototype-centric and iterative: the user mashes up existing resources and runs the result; in case of unsatisfactory results, the user fixes the problems and runs the mashup again. The authors also showed that a key for mashup development is to have a platform to select and compose existing resources, along with a set of open Web APIs that support features and available data.

Mashup technologies can be useful for integrating available services (e.g., WBS, CBS and Web APIs) for M&S applications. Unfortunately, existing mashup techniques and tools cannot work directly for M&S because they are domain specific (the widgets do not support MSaaS and different kinds of Web APIs). In this research, we propose a new mashup method focused on the process

![Fig. 1. Life cycles of (a) traditional web applications and (b) mashups [16].](image-url)
of developing and integrating varied M&S services and resources as mashups.

In particular, we are interested in building mashup applications for DEVS/Cell-DEVS related resources. DEVS [48] is a well-defined formal methodology that allows one to define hierarchical modular models. DEVS expresses a system as a number of connected behavioral (atomic) and structural (coupled) components. Cell-DEVS [40] is an extension to DEVS that defines each cell in a cellular model as an atomic DEVS. Each cell changes state according to the values of its neighbors following the rules defined by a local computing function. Numerous DEVS/Cell-DEVS models have been developed in different domains (communications, biology and medicine, architecture, defense, traffic, environment, etc. [40]). Developing DEVS/Cell-DEVS applications involve different resources: developing models, setting up simulation environments, collecting data from other resources, analyzing and visualizing simulation results. In addition, many Web APIs are useful for kinds of M&S application, e.g., weather forecast, Flickr pictures, YouTube videos.

3. The MAMS architecture

In this section, we introduce the MAMS architecture to develop M&S resources as boxes and integrate them as mashups. In an early effort, we introduced a workflow-based approach [27]. We will show a pedestrian M&S workflow as a case study. The workflow integrates different activities (e.g., data collection, cloud-based simulation, and visualizing results). In order to deal with these issues, we defined a workflow architecture introduced in Fig. 2. The components here have two categories: pedestrian simulation services and pedestrian M&S tools. The pedestrian simulation services are accessible via the Web. A workflow can invoke these simulation services directly. We use the Taverna RESTful WS module to call these services [14]. On the other hand, the M&S tools provide particular functions. Component providers save them in the Cloud.

The architecture presented in is organized in three layers:

1) The Component Layer for deploying components in the Cloud. It consists of independent using well-defined interfaces and stored in the Cloud. The layer includes the following services:
   a) Cell-DEVS modeling: used for building the evacuation models using Cell-DEVS (various Cell-DEVS pedestrian models are available and can be expanded: bi-directional, etc.).
   b) Data Collection: used to extract data from the floor plans designed using BIM tools to a Domain Specific Model (DSM) instance, and use it as inputs for the simulation.
   c) Simulation as a Service (SimaaS): it is used to run simulations using web services.
   d) 3D Visualization: includes a mechanism to parse simulation results and visualize them in BIM tools. This component can be customized.

2) The Composition Layer is responsible for defining workflows to formalize the integration of components and automate its execution. Users can replace components and modify the workflow for their particular purposes. In addition, these workflows can be stored in a workflow repository. Fig. 3 illustrates its overall structure.
   - The Component Deployment module is responsible for deploying components in the Cloud. A component provides its functionality as an interface (a simulation service, a tool, a script, etc.). Its provider uploads and deploys it to the Cloud.

![Fig. 2. Three-layer Workflow Architecture for Pedestrian M&S.](image1)

![Fig. 3. The Composition Layer in the Cloud.](image2)
The Workflow Engine is responsible for defining workflows. A workflow engineer is in charge of building workflows by linking components.

Workflow Repository: it is responsible for sharing the workflows in the Cloud. Building designers can reuse a workflow, specify inputs and execute it using a workflow engine. In our case, we used myExperiment [13] as the workflow repository.

3) The Application Layer is responsible for collaboration. It allows building designers to run pedestrian models. The designers do not need to care about the workflow details: they choose a workflow and provide an input. Then, they wait for the end of the workflow and visualize the results. In addition, they can evaluate their design and restart the process.

Using this architecture, we can build workflows to execute like the one presented in Fig. 4. The workflow starts by taking a User Workspace, a Location, and a GIS Map as inputs, and produces, as output, a KML file to visualize the simulation results (which can be visualized on GoogleEarth). We first implemented the flooding models, using CD++ a GIS and weather data. The workflow produces the files needed by CD++ to start a simulation, as follows. The designer can provide these inputs, and run this workflow using Taverna, which will run the workflow and generate results and visualize them in Google Earth. We can share the workflow on myExperiment, e.g. this workflow can be found at http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/2739.html

Although this workflow approach has potential, we built our Mashups Architecture with Modeling and Simulation as a Service (MAMS), a more advanced approach that tries to simplify the development and integration process of M&S applications with heterogeneous data and services.

The MAMS architecture, presented in Fig. 5, is organized in five Layers.

1) Cloud: it is responsible for supporting the Cloud infrastructure. This includes compute units (for building and executing simulations) and storage units (for sharing M&S resources). This layer is also responsible for deploying M&S resources in the Cloud by using the MSaaS middleware, a platform for development, deployment and management of MSaaS.

2) Box: this layer allows developing M&S resources as mashup components (called Boxes). Each Box is identified by a uniform signature; also, they have their own function for handling input messages and their own visual form. There are different Boxes categories (e.g., MSaaS from the Cloud Layer, existing open WebAPIs, widgets, and operators).

3) Tag Ontology: this layer maintains and learns a tag-tree ontology for the Boxes using tag-mining and ontology-learning algorithms. We can mine tag signatures from the boxes; or use ontology-learning algorithms to construct domain-specific ontologies from the boxes tag signatures.

4) Wiring: this layer is in charge of connecting boxes and forming a mashup. Boxes can be linked with each other through their inputs/outputs. The same box can be reused and re-wired in different mashups. This layer can also work with the Tag Ontology Layer for semantic selection: a tag-tree built automatically by layer 3 can suggest “wirable” (composable) boxes.

5) Mashup Application: it is responsible to select and wire boxes as mashups in workspaces for particular M&S requirements, and run mashups at run time. It provides a user-friendly GUI to manage and select boxes, wire them, execute and visualize them at run time.

The contributions of this MAMS architecture can be summarized as follows:

- MAMS simplifies M&S development and integration, using MSaaS to make everything as a service. It uses a simplified lifecycle to develop, deploy, identify, select, integrate and execute varied M&S resources as services in the Cloud.
- MAMS is the first existing Mashup development process for M&S. Following a new Box/Wiring/Mashup method, users can develop resources as mashup components, compose them as mashup and run these mashups in web browsers quickly.

Fig. 4. Overall workflow in Taverna.
**MAMS** helps collaborative development from different experts (e.g., Cloud Administrators, Box Providers, Ontology Managers, Users, etc.). Each person can focus on a specific activity, hide technical details in boxes and reuse them in mashups.

The Cloud layer and the MSaaS middleware [43] provide simplified APIs of the underlying Cloud infrastructure, which facilitates access to the Cloud. CloudRISE exposes M&S resources as services, using RESTful WSSs. In addition, this layer supports a VM-like MS-Image method for building experimentation environments. The Tag Ontology layer [42] simplifies the selection/wiring process using semantic selection with data mining and machine learning algorithms. We designed an automatic identification method to add semantic to each resource using tag-mining techniques. We also designed a new algorithm to "learn" a tag-tree ontology from mined tags, avoiding predefined ontologies and helping to automate the M&S application development [44].

The MAMS architecture improves our previously defined workflow approach as it provides a different way to develop and integrate M&S applications, summarized as follows:

1. MAMS integrates resources at the web service level. When a service is ready, we can put it in a box and use it directly. In contrast, the workflow only uses SimaaS, which is at a lower level of abstraction as it only focuses on simulation. Functions are deployed in the Cloud, and workflow calls them directly by system-level commands.
2. MAMS provides a view for each box, facilitating visualization. In contrast, workflows focus on the integration of components (no visualization of components at run-time).
3. MAMS integrates all kinds of M&S resources, providing easy ways to build run-time mashups. In contrast, the components in workflows are a subset of the resources available (i.e., SimaaS and functions components, but not Widgets, WebAPIs or Operators).

In the following sections, we will provide a detail discussion about the top layers of the architecture [45], which focuses on the development of mashup applications.

4. M&S mashup method

The M&S Mashup method is based on "wirable" boxes, dealt by the Box, Wiring and Mashup Application Layers. Together, they support a lightweight life cycle for developing M&S applications. In Fig. 1, we showed a standard mashup development process [10]. Fig. 6 shows M&S Mashups as a special version of this process.

The M&S Mashup life cycle can be divided in the following steps:

1) **Box development and identification** (implements Discovery and selection). Boxes are the fundamental elements of the MASM mashups method. They cover all the resources and services. Boxes can be discovered and selected using their universal structure (the Box Signature), which identifies inputs, outputs and functions.
2) **Box wiring** (defines the Mashup composition process). This mechanism supports mashup composition. Boxes can be linked with each other by their input/output ports identified in their Box Signatures. After wiring, a mashup is developed and can be used in the next process.
3) **Mashup execution and workspace** (implements the Usage and maintenance process). The mashup platform supports the management of the workspace, which deals with using and maintaining the mashups. Users can run the mashup in the
workspace and visualize the results (e.g., simulation results, runtime logs).

Overall, the M&S Mashup method is prototype-centric and iterative; it allows continuous improvement and evolutions. An M&S mashup can be run by different users at different times. If the results are not satisfactory, they can modify the mashup by updating and re-wiring boxes. In the following sections, we will discuss each part of the process in detail. Some of the contents in this subsections have been presented in [45]; the reader can find further details there.

4.1. Box – developing mashup components

Boxes represent mashup components for M&S that can be executed on web browsers (e.g., fetching a model, running a simulation, visualizing results, etc.). They receive data from varied services, transform the data and send new events to others. There are four basic box types:

- **MSaaS**: it uses CloudRISE, which exposes M&S resources as RESTful WS (accessible via the HTTP methods GET/PUT/POST/DELETE to the corresponding URLs). The MSaaS Boxes allow combining different simulations (each on a different box).
- **WebAPI**: it uses existing Web APIs, using RESTful or SOAP-based WS (we can use WADL but in many cases, the HTML pages describe their REST APIs).
- **Widget**: it is a lightweight web application to show the data on web browsers, and it can represent data visually. It can be developed using HTML/CSS/JS or it can be reused from the Web.
- **Operator**: it takes input data from other boxes, and it generates outputs. We provide operations to deal with inconsistencies between boxes. They can be used as filters, aggregators, splitters, or adaptors. Operators are not viewed in the web browsers.

Each box package has three parts:

- **Box Signature**: it identifies each box with basic information (name, type, subtype, author, URL, WS method and description), and input/output ports (with port name, type and description). Box Signatures can be described in XML files or built automatically from existing sources.
- **Box Function**: each box has a function to respond to input events. Different types of boxes have different functions: the MSaaS Box combines multiple MSaaS for a given experiment; the WebAPI Box executes the function defined in the API; the Widget Box handles visualization; the Operator Box executes an action (e.g., splitting, combining, and data conversion).

- **Box View**: Each box can also be optionally viewed in web browsers. For MSaaS and WebAPI boxes, their views could be their signature or execution status. Users can customize the view.

4.2. Box wiring – linking boxes

Boxes can be connected to each other, allowing the composition of different boxes through. Each Wiring contains a set of boxes and connections. Box Wiring is based on an Event-driven architecture (EDA). Boxes can interact with each other via events (i.e., anything that is “change in state”; for example, after a simulation finishes, the simulation changes from “running” to “done”). The M&S mashup transmits events among loosely coupled boxes. A wire allows the transmission of events from emitter boxes to consumer boxes. An Emitter Box has the responsibility to generate events, it does not know the consumers of the event; it does not even know if a consumer exists, and in case it exists, it does not know how the event is used or further processed. A Consumer Box has to react as soon as an event is presented. For instance, an MSaaS box or WebAPI box will call services provided by CloudRISE or Web APIs; a widget box will provide a view for the receiving events; and an operator box will filter, transform or simply forward the event to other boxes.

The Box wiring implies a general approach to compose resources. There is no constraint about the logic flow among the boxes. The wiring among boxes supports a loosely coupled sequential composition. Operators can help to improve this composition with complex controls (e.g., filters, aggregators, splitters, adapters, BPM rules). In addition, boxes can contain heterogeneous data and they can be linked together.

4.3. M&S mashup – building mashup applications

The boxes and wiring defined in the previous sections can be used to build M&S mashups, consisting of a set of Boxes, Wirings, and a User Workspace. In the following sections, we will explain how MASM implements these mashups and will discuss a prototype implementation.
5. M&S mashup implementation in the MASM architecture

In this section, we discuss the Box Development Tool (that is used to extract and develop boxes) and the Mashup Platform (that is used to wire boxes and run M&S mashups).

5.1. Box development

In [45], we introduced the definition of a Box Development framework that can be used by users to load and save Box Signatures in XML. The framework can also extract Box Signatures from existing files. In addition, it can generate a configuration XML file used in the box package, and it can suggest similar existing boxes to the users (Fig. 7).

Boxes are developed using web technologies (XML, JS, HTML/CSS and the WireCloud environment). A Box Signature is an XML configuration file, associated to a Box Function (a JS file that defines the actions for input events) and a Box View (HTML/CSS files to show the data in web browsers). For each box, we generate its configuration as XML. The Box Function is a JS file that defines the actions for input events, while the Box View contains HTML/CSS files to show the data in web browsers. For each box, we generate its configuration as XML. For the JS and HTML/CSS files, this Box Development Tool can suggest to users similar boxes.

The JS function triggers inputs events by reusing the WireCloud’s API: MashupPlatform.wiring.registerCallback(inputName, callback). When the function finishes, it outputs message by reusing the WireCloud’s API: MashupPlatform.wiring.pushEvent(outputName, data). The JS function can execute SOAP WS or RESTful WS. In general, executing these WSs need to build input messages, ports, and handle output messages.

1) For RESTful WS, the input message is the input event, the channel is the HTTP method (GET/PUT/POST/DELETE) on a particular URL, and the output message is the HTTP response either in XML or JSON format.

2) For SOAP WS, the input message is a SOAP message, the channel is the HTTP POST method, and the output message is sent in the HTTP response.

Fig. 8 shows the GUI of Box Development Tool that extracts the Box Signature from the Facebook REST APIs. As we can see, different APIs were extracted from Facebook’s WADL file. Each API contains an operation name, method, description, inputs and outputs. The API searches public objects (e.g., user, photo, etc.). We can see the API with its method (GET-search), its description (search over all public objects in the social graph), the inputs (two parameters: a query string and an object id), and the outputs (search results).

For the WebAPIs not supported by WADL/WSDL files, they can be obtained from online HTML pages. In addition, the user can build a signature XML. Such services can be found online (some popular service repositories in HTML are https://www.mashape.com/explore and http://www.programmableweb.com/).

Fig. 9 shows an example of the generation of configuration files for box packages. After loading and extracting the box signatures, a user can select an API from the GUI and save it to the configuration format used in the M&S mashup platform. The figure shows a REST API found at www.mashape.com to convert geographical information (e.g., latitude and longitude) to address-related outputs (e.g., city and postcode). In addition, the Box Development Tool can suggest users with similar box package samples based on the box type, so users can reuse them for fast box development. For example, in the figure the user can load saved signatures, select the geolpToAddress REST API, and specify a file-path.

5.2. M&S mashup platform in the MASM architecture

Our M&S Mashup Platform for the MASM architecture includes a wiring editor to build M&S mashups rapidly, was built by extending WireCloud. WireCloud is an open source application that supports widgets, wiring, user workspace management, and mashup execution, but it does not support different types of Boxes. We extended the tool to define new methods for supporting the MASM architecture. Some of the details have been included in the Appendix A. We used Ajax provided by JQuery to box wiring (M&S mashups can send data among boxes asynchronously). Boxes are developed in HTML/JS/CSS. We implemented a mashup platform to store all boxes and define all wirings. Events are transmitted between boxes as XMLHttpRequest objects. Each box may have input functions (for handling received events) and output functions (for sending events to other boxes). The M&S Mashup Platform is implemented in Python using Django, an open-source web application framework (the tool used to build WireCloud). Django supports the MVC
**Fig. 8.** Extraction Box Signature from Facebook REST WebAPIs.

**Fig. 9.** Generating Box configuration and suggesting similar Box Packages.
(Model-View-Controller) architectural pattern, allowing building complex database-driven websites.

At first, the platform can manage boxes by searching and uploading them, as shown in Fig. 10. Users can choose the box zip file developed from the above Box Development Tool, and upload it into the M&S Mashup Platform.

Fig. 11(a) shows the box selection page. The platform will keep the boxes that user uploaded. Users can either search keywords of box by their name, or select particular type of box, and then the mashup platform will return users with matched boxes. Fig. 11(b) shows how to add box resources into a user workspace and customizing its layout.

After the boxes are loaded, users can select them, then drag and drop them into the workspace. Fig. 12 shows how to wire boxes. In this example, one box is a widget that allows users to provide a GIS TIFF URL (containing GIS dataset in a particular area); another box collects information from a GIS TIFF file and generates initial values for simulation model. After wiring the output port “keyword” of GIS TIFF box and the input port “GIS TIFF” of GIS data collection; the GIS TIFF data will transmit between them.

After this step, the mashup is ready and users can visualize it at run-time. Fig. 13 shows how the mashup looks like for the above example. The user can see the workspace page, and provide input values for “GIS-TIFF URL”. After pressing the “Send” button, the GIS data collection box will receive the input. In that box, data is collected, and corresponding results are shown (e.g., data has been successfully collected).

The M&S mashup platform is deployed in the Cloud. The current implementation is in AWS. We also saved all the configuration of this platform in an AWS image, so we can recover it easily when the platform is down. Like CloudRISE, we can choose different instance type (e.g. free, high memory, high CPU) for the mashup platform.

6. Case studies: M&S mashup applications

In this section, we will show several M&S mashup cases, to demonstrate how our proposed architecture and developed tools can simplify the development and integration of M&S application.

6.1. A cell-DEVS forest fire M&S mashup

Fire spreading is a complex phenomenon, which depends on many variables, including the type of fuel, the topology of the area, the weather, etc. M&S technologies have been used to study forest fires, and M&S is now generally the preferred solution for predicting the behavior of wildfires. However, building such applications involves complex models, and configuring simulation environments to run varied model experiments. Likewise, many open APIs can be helpful to improve such application (e.g., fire news, YouTube videos, etc.). In order to show our method, in this section we present a case study for a forest fire simulator using a mashup in the MAMS architecture.

In [39], we presented different Cell-DEVS models to study the forest fires spreading in forest. Here, we use one of these Cell-DEVS model as example to show how to build the mashup. This application uses many resources, including:

Fig. 10. Box Search and Uploading.

Fig. 11. (a) Box selection (b) Adding box resources into user’s workspace.

Fig. 12. Box wiring.

Fig. 13. Mashup execution.
• Input model: a Cell-DEVS forest fire model to simulate different scenarios.
• Cell-DEVS simulation: simulation experiments for the forest fire model in the Cloud.
• Results analysis: a function to analyze simulation results.
• Results visualization: a widget to visualize the forest fire simulation.
• WebAPIs: useful for studying Forest Fires (e.g., search the latest forest fire news).
• YouTube videos: a widget to show videos related to forest fire simulations.
• Operators: for simplifying the developing process, such as searching existing supported files based on given forest fire models, or obtaining log files from simulation runs.

We used the M&S mashup method and the MAMS architecture to develop the application. Following the layers of MAMS, the general development process of building this mashup is:

1. to develop the MSaaS services
2. to develop box components for each resource
3. to wire the boxes in a mashup
4. to run and execute the mashup

The first step is to develop resources as MSaaS services. Different users may have resources that are only accessible in their computers locally. For example, they may have high-quality models that are not shared; likewise, the simulation environment may be complex to set up. In this first step, we develop these resources as services. To do so, we use the CloudRISE middleware (see Section 3). For instance, the model/data/simulation/function APIs support Model, Data, Experiment, and Function as a Service. Using this layer, we share a model to an URI, for instance https://[cloudrise-instance]/msaaS/models/cell-devs/firespreading. Here, [cloud-rise-instance] refers to the IP address of the computer running CloudRISE (which can run in different computers, for instance, our servers at Carleton University, or Amazon EC2). For experiments, we can keep the Experimental Framework (EF) for the model in a different URI, for instance, https://[cloudrise-instance]/msaaS/simulations/firespreading. We can use this service to control the simulation life cycle (e.g., configuring/starting the experiments, checking the execution, or retrieving results).

Then, we package each resource as box (as discussed in Section 4.1, the basic component of a mashup is a box, with signature, function and view). The boxes for this case study are as follows:

• MSaaS uses the services developed in the first step. In this case, we have boxes Input Model and Cell-DEVS simulation. Their signatures are extracted from the configuration files from CloudRISE: their functions call MSaaS services and their views show their execution status.
• WebAPI calls an existing open Web API. In this case, we use Web search (a REST WS to search inputs from web pages like Google, Yahoo and Bing, https://market.mashape.com/faroo/faroo-websearch). Using the Box development tool, we can load its box signature; also, its function calls the Web API; and the view shows the search result.
• Widget shows data in web browsers. In this case, we have two widgets: Log viewer (a web viewer for Cell-DEVS simulations) and YouTube videos (a YouTube plug-in).
• Operator handles inconsistencies between boxes. In this case, we use get all files from model (which obtains existing support files for a given model) and get log file from zip (which extracts simulation logs from archives).

All boxes have similar structure: box signature, function and view. Here we show an example for a web search WebAPI Box that uses an open API provided by Faroo, which can search news and articles from more than 2 billion pages (http://www.faroo.com/hp/api/api.html). This API is integrated from Google, Yahoo and Bing. It has been used by more than 3700 third-party applications. At first, we use the Box Development Tool extract a configuration file as follows.

```xml
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'>
<webapi xmlns="http://wirecloud.convet.fi.upm.es/ns/macdescription/1" vendor="ARSlab"
    name="WebSearch" version="1.0">
    
    <details>
        
        <title>Web Search</title>
        <authors>Sixuan Wang</authors>
        <description>News search from more than 2 billion pages</description>
        ...  
        
    </details>
    
    <contents src="index.html" useplatformstyle="true"/>
    <rendering width="5" height="20"/>
    
    <wiring>
        <inputendpoint name="keyword" type="text" description="keyword"/>
    </wiring>

</webapi>
```

This configuration file specifies its vendor (ARSlab), name (WebSearch) and version (1.0). In addition, it stores the author, description and view page (index.html), as well as ports information (input port “keyword”); note that this box does not have an output port. Next, we can see the view page (index.html), which includes several JS definitions (jQuery for the AJAX API call, xml2json for converting XML to JSON, function.js for the customized box function). It also has a test field “textarea” to show the box content.

Finally, the function.js file specifies the function when an input comes. In general, MashupPlatform.wiring.registerCallback (‘Keyword’, inputfunction) defines the input handling function “inputfunction”. This function calls the web search API with following parameters: the URL https://faroo-faroo-web-search.p.mashape.com/api and the input model name. Then it parses result and show its web content (e.g. titles and links) in “textarea” of the page view.
Finally, we define the function.js, which is activated upon inputs. In general, `MashupPlatform.wiring.registerCallback` ("keyword", "inputfunction") defines the input handling function "inputfunction", which calls the web search API with the URL `https://faroo-faroo-web-search.p.mashape.com/api` and the input model name. Then it parses result and show its web content (e.g. titles and links) in "textarea" of the page view.

```javascript
(function () {
    var inputfunction = function inputfunction(event_data) {
        var div = document.getElementById("textarea");
        generalRestGet(modelname, function (results) {
            var j_results = JSON.parse(results);
            for (i=0; i < j_results["results"]["length"]; i++) {
                finalResult += JSON.stringify(j_results["results"][i]["title"] +
                    JSON.stringify(j_results["results"][i]["URL"]));
            }
            div.innerHTML = 'web search results from Google, Yahoo and Bing for (' +
                modelname + ' spreading):

            finalResult;
        });
        var generalRestGet = function generalRestGet(word, onsuccess, onerror) {
            var url = 'https://faroo-faroo-web-search.p.mashape.com/api?q=' + word;
            MashupPlatform.httpMakeRequest(url, { method: 'GET',
                "requestHeaders": { "Accept": "application/json" },
                onsuccess: function (response) { onsuccess(response.responseText); },
                onerror: function () { ... }
            });
            MashupPlatform.wiring.registerCallback("keyword", inputfunction);
        };
    }
```!

After the boxes are developed, user can package it as a zip file and upload it to the M&S Mashup Platform. Fig. 14 shows the uploaded boxes in the mashup platform.

Once the boxes are complete, we can wire them into a mashup. Fig. 15 shows the box-wiring page in the M&S Mashup Platform. We can wire the output of Input Box and the input of Operator get all files from model, which will output different supporting files such as the model (the input model URI), initialization (the initial configuration values for this model), and palette (to choose colors to visualize the results). In addition, we can wire the outputs of model and initialization as inputs for the Cell-DEVS model simulation in order to create a new Cell-DEVS experiment. After, we can wire the output port of Cell-DEVS model simulation to the Operator Box get log file from zip to extract the log file, and then wire its output log to the input result of log viewer for visualization. In another path, the Input Box is connected to the WebAPI Box Web Search (to get the latest posts related to the given model name) and the Widget Box YouTube (to get related videos).

After this step, this mashup is ready. Users can execute and view it in their workspaces in the M&S Mashup Platform. Fig. 16 shows an example of a Forest Fire simulation. After entering a Forest Fire Model URI, the M&S mashup will run. Each box executes its function when receiving input events and shows the corresponding visualization. We can see that the Cell-DEVS simulation Box has been executed successfully, and a Forest Fire viewer was generated and shown in the right part of Fig. 16. In addition, this mashup also shows the information of web search results, in which it queries the latest posts with the keyword "Forest Fire". Related YouTube videos about "Forest Fire" are also displayed.

Although focusing on forest fire simulation, this generic mashup can be reused for other Cell-DEVS models by only changing the input model URL. Fig. 17a shows a mashup example for a model focusing on snowflake formation. Fig. 17b shows another mashup example for the interaction of cancer and the immune system. For each mashup, we can see the simulation results, the web search and the videos information. These modifications require minimum changes in order to build applications adapted to a given application domain, as seen in the figure.

This wiring process can be simplified using the semantic selection approach in MAMS. As discussed in [42,44], this approach can help the wiring process by suggesting "wirable" boxes. First, we get tags from box signatures. Then we build a tag-tree as domain-specific ontology (this tree can be learned from the tags or provided by ontology experts). The "wirable" boxes are based on their tags and this tree. For example, if Box A has an output with tag a and Box B requires an input with tag b, and a is the child of b in a tag-tree (noted as a < b), we say that Box A is wirable to Box B. Fig. 18 shows
parts of the tag-tree used in this Cell-DEVS mashup. We can see several sub-tag relations: simulation < model, initialization < value, and palette < color.

For this case, we can simplify the wiring process base on the “wirable” boxes. Assume that a mashup engineer is not sure which boxes to use; s/he is only sure about Cell-DEVS model simulation. This Box has two input ports (model and value), and one output port (zip results). By searching model and value as output tags, the semantic selection algorithm can suggest Boxes with those ports, and the mashup engineer can select the one that meets their demands.

For instance, it can suggest the Box get all files from model since initialization < value and model = model. Similarly, when searching zip result as output port, since get log file from zip also has an input zip, Cell-DEVS model simulation can wire to this box. Since log < result, get log file from zip can link to Log viewer. Since palette < color, get all files from model can link to Log viewer.

6.2. A sample DEVS M&S mashup

We can also use MAMS to develop mashups reusing basic DEVS models. We illustrate such services using the Barber Shop model, a traditional queuing model that covers the basic logic of queuing and processing of customers. We assume there are limited barbers, and customers are served First-Come-First-Serve. Customers might need to wait for their turn if all barbers are busy.

For developing MSaaS services, we reuse the model service and the simulation experiment service discussed in the previous mashups, as the CD++ simulator used in the experiment (running at the lower layers of the architecture, driven by CloudRISE), can be invoked to receive any DEVS/Cell-DEVS models to be executed remotely. In this case, we modified the Cell-DEVS model in the model service, and replaced it with a DEVS barbershop model we defined.

Then, we developed new boxes using these services, as follows:

- MSaaS Box: a DEVS model of the barbershop, and a DEVS model simulation to run the simulation.
- WebAPI Box: a Web Search to search inputs from web pages like Google, Yahoo and Bing; and a Publication Search to obtain related publications.
- Widget Box: Wikipedia to show related information, and Get content to show the results.
Fig. 16. Forest Fire M&S Mashup application.

Fig. 17. a) Snowflake formation Mashup b) Cancer/Immune system Mashup.

- Operator Box: Get files from zip to obtain files and Fetch model name to extract model names from a given URI.

When we wire these boxes into a mashup, we obtain the box wiring in Fig. 19. As we can see, we use one input: a DEVS model. Then, we connect it to the DEVS model simulation (running in CloudRISE). Then, the results are connected to Get files from zip. In addition, the model also is connected to Web Search, Publication Search, and Fetch model name, connected to Wikipedia.

After the boxes have been wired, the mashup is ready. Fig. 20 shows its execution. We can see the simulation results and we can study the simulation logs. In addition, different publications related to the Barbershop model, wiki information and other web information are displayed.

This mashup has combined: a DEVS model (to simulate the barbershop scenarios) that can be executed using Cloud-based Simulation (and CloudRISE), an operator to obtain the simulation results files, a widget for web browsers to visualize the simulation result (in this case, a simulation log file with all the output messages generated by the simulation), a Wikipedia service call, a Web Search for related articles, and a list of existing publications.

6.3. A Building Evacuation Mashup

This section shows a complex mashup example for studying pedestrian behavior during building evacuation. In recent years, the population in public areas and transportation facilities has become much denser, thus, predicting and trying to control the behavior of pedestrians is an important issue. M&S can support such analysis and it can help designers to evaluate the performance of their designs. Designers can use Pedestrian M&S to find flaws in particular areas of their buildings or urban area designs before the construction has begun.

To better study the behavior of a pedestrian in the design of a building or city section, we need layout information. Nowadays, new technologies and tools are available to manage this...
kind of data. For instance, building designers use CAD (Computer-Aided Design) tools to improve the quality of building and urban designs, and BIM (Building Information Modeling) tools to enhance CAD’s databases for managing the buildings’ data. This mashup was developed by a non-expert user in two week-person time (one undergraduate student without experience in the field, showing the feasibility of the approach for non-expert users). In particular, this mashup includes:

- **Pedestrian modeling**: a Cell-DEVS model to simulate pedestrian evacuation.
- **Pedestrian data collection**: a function for generating initial data files from CAD/BIM file to be used as inputs to the Cell-DEVS model.
- **Pedestrian model simulation**: for executing simulation experiments in the Cloud.
- **Results visualization**: a widget to visualize the simulation result.
- **Flickr pictures**: used as model’s state during the visualization.
- **YouTube videos**: videos related to pedestrian M&S.
- **Publications**: existing publications related to pedestrian M&S.

The Box Development Tool is used to develop boxes for the above M&S resources, which in this case included:

- **MSaaS** uses CloudRISE. They contain a Pedestrian model (model as a service), a Pedestrian model simulation (a simulation experiment for this model), and Pedestrian data collection (a function experiment for collecting GIS data as model input).
• **WebAPI** calls existing open Web APIs. They contain **Flickr keyword search** (a Flickr REST API for searching images of people) and **Publication search** (a REST API to query related publications of given model).

• **Widget** shows input data in web browsers. It contains **Input IFC Box** (a multi-floor building), **Input DSM Box** (a domain-specific model for building layout extraction), **Log Viewer for Pedestrian**, and **YouTube videos** (a widget to show related videos of the given model).

• **Operator Box** handles inconsistencies between boxes. It contains **Log from Zip Box** (extracting the log from the simulation results) and **fetch model name from URL** (extracting the model name from a given URL).

For each Box, its signature was extracted from the corresponding configuration files. The **Pedestrian model in** is a Cell-DEVS model to determine the evacuation time and the occupancy level of a building. The building has multiple floors connected by stairwells. There are exit doors on the first floor. In the case of emergencies, people try to evacuate along the pathway on each floor, moving down towards the exits. Each cell contains the information of direction to the exit. After the model is ready, it is deployed as a Model as a Service in the CloudRISE.

After the boxes are ready, we wire them in Mashup Platform via their inputs and outputs (Fig. 21). First, the links of **Input DSM Box** and **Input IFC Box wire** to the corresponding inputs of Box Pedestrian data collection, then its outputs initialization and parameters wire the inputs value and variable of Box Pedestrian model simulation, respectively. We also wire the outputs of Pedestrian model simulation to the inputs of Operator Log from Zip with pictures, which later wire to **Widget Log viewer**. In order to get the image links of the cell states, we wire the output port **pedestrianmodel to Operator Fetch model name from URL**, then it links Box Flickr Keyword search, after which its output wires the input port **pictures of Log from Zip with pictures**. In another direction, the **Pedestrian model wires both Box Publication Search and YouTube videos**.

When the wiring is done, the mashup for this pedestrian M&S mashup is ready; a user can input the URIs of pedestrian model, IFC building file, and DSM model to the input boxes. After that, the mashup will do everything automatically (see Fig. 22). It extracts initial data for the simulation, creates new experiment and executes for the simulation and visualizes it using images obtained based on the model name.

Thus by entering only the initial files, the user gets a proper visualization with functionalities to play, pause, step and randomly view the simulation in 3D. In addition, we can see the searched Flickr images for cell states, the YouTube videos and the publication lists that relate to pedestrian M&S. Please note that most of the boxes are reusable in other mashups. For example, the log viewer has been developed in a way to handle both 2D and 3D Cell-DEVS models. Similarly, the Flickr box can be re-used by searching new images for the model.

7. **Conclusion**

Web-based Simulation (WBS, which exposes M&S functions as web services) and Cloud-based Simulation (CBS, which integrates WBS and Cloud Computing) have advanced, but building these environments is still a complicated process as these new technologies are still difficult to develop, deploy and integrate with M&S applications. Here, we presented a new method for dealing with these issues allowing the definition of M&S mashups for fast application development by integrating heterogeneous data and services. We introduced a novel architecture, named the Mashup Architecture with Modeling and Simulation as a Service (MAMS), a layered architecture to deploy and identify M&S mashup component as well as link and execute mashups for quick M&S application development. It has five layers (Cloud, Box, Wiring, Mashup, and Tag Ontology). Here, we focused on the top layer in the hierarchy, showing how to build different applications.

This provides a simplified life cycle to develop, deploy, identify, select, integrate and execute varied M&S resources as services. MAMS uses RESTful WS as the WS framework in its Cloud Layer, tak-
ing full advantages of the Web (every M&S resource is exposed as a unique URL that can be operated on using HTTP methods). MAMS uses the concept of Modeling and Simulation as a Service (MSaaS) in the Cloud, implemented a middleware named CloudRISE, which allows users to develop M&S resources as services in the Cloud. In order to integrate available M&S services and existing WebAPIs, MAMS introduce M&S Mashups. This lightweight M&S application development technique allows organizing M&S resources into MSaaS, WebAPIs, Widgets and Operators, and they are packaged as Boxes (with signature, function and view). A semantic selection approach can mine tags from user-interested resources, learn the tag-tree ontology from the tags, and then select appropriate resources based on their tags and the tag-tree ontology.

The case studies presented show that the proposed architecture can be used to build simulation mashup easily. Box developers can be built by those with basic web development knowledge (like HTML/CSS/JS), and no specific knowledge is required for developing M&S mashups (as users can simply select boxes and wire them).
making the development of these integrated applications easy and feasible. As future work, we plan to flow the changes done to the WireCloud project, allowing other researchers to benefit from this open source project results.
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Appendix A. M&S Mashup Platform using WireCloud

The M&S Mashup Platform has a wiring editor. This editor allows users to build M&S mashups rapidly. Users drag and drop appropriate boxes into a workspace, and then connect the boxes. The mashup is then ready and users can visualize this mashup at runtime.

The M&S Mashup Platform is an extended version of WireCloud [Zah14]. WireCloud is an open source mashup platform. It supports widget uploading and wiring, user workspace management, and mashup execution. The main difference between WireCloud and our mashup platform is that our platform supports boxes for M&S mashup. WireCloud is a general-purpose mashup platform, but not for M&S mashups (which lacks the support of different boxes with different handling processes). The M&S mashup platform extended WireCloud. It supports boxes for M&S mashup (i.e. MSeaS, WebAPIs, widgets, and operators) (Fig. 23).

The M&S Mashup Platform is implemented in Python using Django. Django is an open-source web application framework. The reason we chose Django is that WireCloud is developed using Django and it has many benefits. Django supports the MVC architectural pattern. Django’s primary goal is to ease the creation of complex database-driven websites. Django emphasizes reusability of components and rapid development. Django also provides an optional administrative interface. This interface simplifies the back-end data maintenance. Many well-known sites use Django, including Pinterest, Instagram, and Mozilla.

The M&S Mashup Platform follows MVC design patterns, with following classes.

- The Data classes extend the Category in WireCloud to BoxCategory, in which we added two new types, which are MSeaS and WebAPI. We reuse most features of widget and operator provided by WireCloud. Each box has three elements: signature, view, and function.
- The Logic classes extend the uploading and searching logic of WireCloud to support all types of Boxes. In BoxUpload, we changed the package format as zip file, and modified the uploading and parsing logic. In BoxSearch, we changed the databases and searching logic. We extended the BoxWiring mechanism and

MashupExecution mechanism in WireCloud to support all types of boxes.

- The UI classes change the UI of WireCloud. The overall UI has been modified in M&S Mashup UI. For Box Management UI, we changed the box uploading and searching pages. For Workspace UI, we modified following functions: 1 Add Box button in user workspace, 2 Wire Boxes button that drags and drops boxes in the wiring editor, 3 My Boxes to select from available boxes. For Mashup UI, we reuse the mashup execution engine of WireCloud for box execution.
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